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1                        PROCEEDINGS

2         CHAIRMAN SCOTT:  Pursuant to Section 9-201(c)

3    of the Public Utilities Act and Section 200.850 of

4    the Commission's Administrative Rules, we now convene

5    oral argument before the Illinois Commerce Commission

6    in Docket Number 12-0293.  This is Ameren's annual

7    update formula rate case submitted pursuant to

8    Section 16-108.5 of the Public Utilities Act.  With

9    me in Springfield are Commissioner Colgan and

10    Commissioner McCabe and with us in Chicago are

11    Commissioner Ford and Commissioner O'Connell-Diaz.  I

12    am Chairman Scott.

13                  As the Commission has noticed to the

14    parties, we have three topics for oral argument today

15    and they are as follows:  Rate recovery of expenses

16    for Ameren's 2011 electric rate case filed under

17    Section 9-201 of the Act, Docket Number 11-0279;

18    Issue 2, the appropriate method for determining

19    Ameren's capital structure; and Issue 3, the

20    appropriate ratemaking treatment for Ameren's

21    deferred state income tax expense.

22                  Oral argument in this case was noticed
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1    for today, November 28, at 1:30 p.m. and all

2    participants should have received both a notice and a

3    schedule for today's oral argument.  As stated in our

4    notice, in addition to the topics already identified

5    the parties should also be prepared to answer any

6    questions regarding the record or the pertinent law.

7                  Parties may divide their allotted time

8    between initial argument and rebuttal, so please let

9    us know before you begin if you plan to reserve time

10    for rebuttal.

11                  We have three participants today with

12    Staff in Chicago and both the company and the AG,

13    AARP and CUB here in Springfield.  As indicated in

14    the oral argument schedule, we will have the

15    following order of presentation:  First, Ameren

16    Illinois; second, the Illinois Commerce Commission

17    Staff; and third, the Office of the Attorney General,

18    AARP and Citizens Utility Board.  Then we will use

19    the same order for rebuttal with Ameren also having

20    the opportunity for surrebuttal.  Ameren will have 25

21    minutes for its presentation while the other parties

22    will have 20 minutes.
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1                  In terms of exhibits, the only exhibit

2    we have received today for use at today's oral

3    argument is a two-page document received from the

4    Office of the Attorney General.  So that's the only

5    exhibit we will allow for use today.  Given that we

6    are doing this argument by video conference, we will

7    try to rely on hard copies of that document which I

8    have right here as a visual aid.

9                  For timekeeping, our timekeeper

10    Mr. Granahan will also be monitoring the time here in

11    Springfield.  You should be cognizant of your time

12    usage.  We will attempt to give presenters a warning

13    one minute before their time is expired.  Again,

14    please let both the Commissioners and the timekeeper

15    know if you are reserving time for rebuttal.  To keep

16    things on schedule, your time allotment is inclusive

17    of questions from the Commissioners and related

18    answers.  So please be judicious with your time.

19                  Turning now to the oral argument,

20    first we will hear from Ameren Illinois through Ed

21    Fitzhenry and Chris Flynn.  You have 25 minutes for

22    both your initial presentation and rebuttal.  And
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1    would you like to reserve time?

2         MR. FITZHENRY:  Yes, Your Honor.

3         CHAIRMAN SCOTT:  How much would you like to

4    reserve?

5         MR. FITZHENRY:  Ten minutes.

6         CHAIRMAN SCOTT:  Ten minutes, okay.  You may

7    begin.

8                       ORAL ARGUMENT

9         BY MR. FITZHENRY:

10                  May it please the Commission, both

11    near and far, and counsel, my name is Ed Fitzhenry.

12    I am one of the attorneys for Ameren Illinois

13    Company, and I will be presenting argument regarding

14    the recommended disallowance associated with the

15    company's rate case expense in Docket 11-0272.

16    Mr. Flynn, my colleague, will be addressing the other

17    two issues set for oral argument.

18                  The Proposed Order recommends to

19    disallow about two and a half million dollars in rate

20    case expense.  Let's be sure we understand what the

21    recommendation is about and what it is not about.

22    First, the recommendation is not about whether these
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1    expenses are reasonable and prudent.  There is not

2    one finding, not one statement, in the Commission's

3    conclusion in the Proposed Order that says the

4    disallowance is being made because the expenses were

5    not reasonable, nor were they prudent.  No one has

6    argued, but for the Staff's $200,000 adjustment, that

7    the incurrence of this expense was wrong.  No one has

8    argued the Company acted imprudent in filing its case

9    in Docket 11-0272, in preparing that case, or in the

10    course of its litigation.

11                  Now, the Company, presented with a

12    legislative option which surely the selection of that

13    option cannot be an act of imprudence, filed its

14    formula rate case at the time and in the manner

15    prescribed by the Energy Infrastructure and

16    Maintenance Act, EIMA.  No one has argued the Company

17    acted imprudently in filing its formula rate case.

18    No one has argued that the formula rate case should

19    have been filed at another time.  No one has argued

20    that the formula rate case should never have been

21    filed.

22                  What then is driving the Proposed
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1    Order's recommendation?  Clearly, it is not a

2    misunderstanding of legal principles addressed in

3    cost recovery.  Indeed, there are not any being

4    applied.  The Proposed Order candidly admits, and I

5    quote, "Generally, so long as they are reasonable and

6    within the parameters of Section 9-229, rate cases

7    are recoverable.  This is the norm."  And that's the

8    quote.

9                  Yet the Proposed Order places the

10    Commission in a precarious situation in looking at a

11    recommendation that will not withstand appellate

12    scrutiny.  The Proposed Order seemingly chooses to

13    ignore the law because of its belief that the rate

14    case withdrawal was not the norm.

15                  Now, this whole discussion takes place

16    at pages 81 through 87 of the Proposed Order, and I

17    refer you to page 87 and the concluding paragraph

18    there where the recommendation is being made because

19    of the unusual situation in which Docket 11-0272 was

20    ended by Ameren Illinois.  When does something that

21    is deemed unusual become the basis for a cost

22    disallowance where those costs are otherwise
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1    reasonable and prudent?  There is no law that

2    supports such a contention nor is any cited.  I

3    suggest to you what may or may not be the norm and

4    what may or may not be unusual is not an enforceable

5    legal standard.

6                  If the Commission is to find these

7    costs should be disallowed, then there must be some

8    theory or finding that the underlying act which gave

9    rise to these costs is imprudent.  I think we can all

10    agree to that.  We can all agree utilities' election

11    to become a participating utility is not an imprudent

12    act.  We can all agree the filing of the formula rate

13    case in the time frame required under the EIMA was

14    not imprudent.  In fact, for the disallowance to

15    stand, the Commission must find the utility's very

16    participation in the EIMA was imprudent.  We don't

17    believe the Commission can lawfully come to that

18    conclusion.

19         CHAIRMAN SCOTT:  Can I ask you a question?

20         MR. FITZHENRY:  Sure.

21         CHAIRMAN SCOTT:  Let me ask you a hypothetical.

22    Say you had -- you were working with a Company in
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1    anticipation of filing a rate case and you did

2    everything that you would need to do running up to

3    the actual filing of it and then decided for whatever

4    corporate reason, nah, you just don't think you

5    should do that.  Again, going back to the old law,

6    the way that it was prior to the EIMA, are those

7    expenses that you think should have been recovered?

8         MR. FITZHENRY:  They sure are.  They sure are,

9    and that was going to be the next point of my

10    argument here.

11                  First, I mean, I think everybody in

12    this room would agree and everybody in Chicago would

13    agree that rate case expenses are operating expenses,

14    just like any other operating expense that the

15    Company incurs.  There is some difference in terms of

16    their recovery because sometimes they are amortized

17    over a period of time, and we know under Section

18    9-229 that you, the Commission, have to make a

19    finding in the rate case Order finding that they are

20    reasonable and prudent and recoverable.  But beyond

21    that they are just like any other operating expense

22    that the Company incurs at any time in its business.
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1                  Now, I think to better help understand

2    this discussion in the right context I want to refer

3    the Commission to -- well, it's an Order from 1984

4    but every year in your PGA Orders you recite what is

5    the standard for prudence.  I am just going to read

6    that here quickly.  "The Commission has defined

7    prudence as the standard of care which a reasonable

8    person would be expected to exercise under the

9    circumstances encountered by utility management at

10    the time decisions had to be made.  In determining

11    whether or not a judgment was prudently made only

12    those facts available at the time the judgment was

13    exercised can be considered."

14                  Now I am going to answer your question

15    eventually, right?  Yes, it is possible that those

16    expenses could be recovered if we apply your prudent

17    standard and we look at the company's decisions along

18    the way while it was preparing its rate case.  Now,

19    there would have to be evidence about what the

20    Commission's -- or what management's thinking was and

21    what its goal was, and then the Commission would be

22    able to evaluate those decisions and look at those
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1    facts and decide whether or not the Company acted

2    imprudently.

3         CHAIRMAN SCOTT:  Using that scenario the way

4    you just have laid it out, should that be here, too?

5    Should we look to see what evidence there was of the

6    prudence of the decision making regarding EIMA verus

7    the prior rate case?

8         MR. FITZHENRY:  Well, there is some evidence in

9    the record about this.  I am going to talk about that

10    next.  But no one in discovery or testimony really

11    examined those kinds of questions that you are now

12    asking, what was in the mind of the Company when it

13    filed its rate case in February 2011.

14                  Well, let's talk about the pertinent

15    facts for a moment.  The Company did file its rate

16    case in February 2011.  That became Docket 11-0272,

17    and there is no evidence in the record to say that

18    when it filed its rate case in February that that was

19    imprudent.  The Company proceeded to litigate the

20    rate case as it always does, and again there is no

21    evidence to say that any of its time or effort in

22    litigating the rate case was imprudent.
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1                  The EIMA came into effect in October

2    of 2011.  That's a fact.  It is not in dispute.  A

3    couple weeks later the Company, expecting that it

4    would eventually file for formula rate relief under

5    the new law, filed a motion to dismiss in this

6    record, in that record, 11-0272.  The judges did the

7    right thing; they set the matter for responses and

8    replies and that occurred over an 11-day period.

9    People did that, but there was no ruling on the

10    motion and it was never ruled on.

11                  So, finally, faced with the time

12    constraints under the EIMA, the Company did what it

13    was lawfully entitled to do.  Again, I don't think

14    anybody is going to question that we didn't have the

15    right to file the formula rate case.  We filed that

16    in January, and as a matter of an obligation on your

17    part, you had to dismiss the 11-0272.  So through all

18    of that I don't see any incidence of imprudence on

19    the part of the Company.

20                  Now your question is, could more have

21    been looked at and more discovery taken and different

22    arguments raised.  I suppose the answer to that is
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1    yes, but that's not what the record is.  And what I

2    have walked through just a few minutes ago in terms

3    of the filing and the facts, that is what the record

4    is today.  And I would say to you where along the

5    line was the Company imprudent?

6                  We cannot disallow costs just because

7    -- and the Proposed Order talks about this, and it is

8    odd, I think, that this is not in the norm and this

9    is unusual.  That is not a legal standard that is

10    defensible.  We have to look at whether these costs

11    were prudently incurred in reasonable amounts.

12         CHAIRMAN SCOTT:  Just let me, one more and I

13    promise I will be done.  The area in EIMA where it

14    talks about that if you become a participating entity

15    you have to move to dismiss and we have to grant any

16    open rate case at that time...

17         MR. FITZHENRY:  Yes.

18         CHAIRMAN SCOTT:  ..also makes a reference to

19    saying that the prior rate case shouldn't end up

20    being the subject of any other proceeding going

21    forward.  How do you reconcile that with what you are

22    asking for here?
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1         MR. FITZHENRY:  First of all, I don't believe

2    that language intends to give the Commission

3    authority to disallow what are otherwise operating

4    and prudently incurred expenses.  I suppose that

5    language goes to more about maybe decisions that

6    might have been made during the course of litigation

7    that could somehow be applied in the context of the

8    formula rate case, some of the rulings that the

9    judges might have been making.  But to me it means --

10         CHAIRMAN SCOTT:  That language is pretty

11    absolute, too.  I mean, that's the nature of the

12    question.  It is like nothing in this prior rate case

13    can end up being the subject of anything going

14    forward.  You interpret that just to mean judge's

15    decisions and legal issues, not necessarily costs

16    or --

17         MR. FITZHENRY:  Correct, correct.  I mean, that

18    would open up a whole Pandora's box, I think, in

19    terms of, I think, potential cost disallowances that

20    were never envisioned under the EIMA.

21         COMMISSIONER COLGAN:  Well, that answers the

22    question I was going to ask.  But then another
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1    question is -- and I agree with you that this is a

2    unique and unusual kind of circumstance.  Is there

3    anything else -- anything ever like this ever

4    happened where a case has been filed and then it's

5    been dismissed or withdrawn and other companies have

6    collected this expense?

7         MR. FITZHENRY:  There have been times, and this

8    is addressed in the brief, in the briefs, where a

9    company has made proposals in the course of a rate

10    case that were just not supported, but the company

11    did recover the costs and expenses associated with

12    that proposal.  My recollection is a particular rider

13    a couple, three rate cases ago might have been an

14    instance where a proposal was advanced and rejected

15    and there was some discussion about whether that cost

16    could be recovered, and that issue was rejected.  I

17    am not aware of a time where there had been a rate

18    case that had been stopped midstream and then whether

19    or not those costs were recovered or not recovered.

20         COMMISSIONER COLGAN:  Okay.

21         MR. FITZHENRY:  But, well, again, as I say, I

22    think rate case expenses are operating expenses.  The
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1    standard is were they prudently incurred.

2         COMMISSIONER COLGAN:  Did it make a difference

3    in your mind that you actually filed the rate case

4    and then litigated the rate case or does it make a

5    difference that that actually happened?

6         MR. FITZHENRY:  Well, no, because as far as we

7    know from the record, and I know from my own

8    involvement, but that was all prudently done.  I

9    mean, the Company did intend to litigate fully

10    11-0272 and the adjoining gas rate case which in fact

11    went to a full Order and which in fact the Company

12    recovered half of the rate case expenses, presumably

13    applying the same test in that docket that we believe

14    should be applied here as well with regard to

15    prudence and reasonableness of these expenses.

16                  There was -- let's just say

17    hypothetically in March -- no, let's take that back.

18    Let's say that the Company knew in January 2011, it

19    knew that it was going to make a formula rate filing

20    later on but went ahead with the 11-0272 docket and

21    then abruptly, whether because of your Order under

22    the law or the Company withdrew it on its own, that
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1    case came to an end.  That would give rise to, I

2    think, a different set of facts that you might want

3    to consider in determining what did the Company know

4    back in January when it filed that case, what should

5    have been done, what was the prudent thing to do.

6                  But I can tell you in February the

7    Company did plan all along to get the case to

8    conclusion.  And when in October we saw the law had

9    changed, I think we were prudent in telling you that

10    we were going to file a formula rate case and we

11    wanted to withdraw 11-0272.  It didn't happen for a

12    couple, three months and we came to the point in time

13    where we did file a formula rate case and then you

14    withdrew -- dismissed 11-0272.

15         COMMISSIONER O'CONNELL-DIAZ:  Mr. Fitzhenry,

16    with regard to the options that the Company had at

17    its disposal at the point in time that the EIMA came

18    into being law and the case had gone, you know,

19    somewhat far down the pike, would one of the options

20    have been that you would have not -- the Company

21    would not have elected to file -- they would have

22    gone through this rate proceeding, gotten results and
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1    then filed the next year to opt into the new

2    statutory provisions?  Would that have been an

3    option?

4         MR. FITZHENRY:  No, I believe it would not have

5    been an option because the time period by which to

6    file the formula rate case was set by statute, and I

7    think under the scenario that you laid out, the

8    filing would have been after the point in time, if I

9    understood your question correctly.  But I think the

10    other part of all this is that --

11         COMMISSIONER O'CONNELL-DIAZ:  The point in time

12    of the rate proceeding being finished?

13         MR. FITZHENRY:  Yes.

14         COMMISSIONER O'CONNELL-DIAZ:  You would have

15    gotten the rate results from that rate case and then

16    in the next year the Company could have opted to file

17    under the EIMA for that type of treatment.

18         MR. FITZHENRY:  Perhaps it could have,

19    depending on the time frame.  But the Company doesn't

20    view -- the Company views the EIMA as a ten-year

21    project, if you will.  And there is a sunset

22    provision in 2017 and there is other statutory
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1    obligations that run throughout the ten-year period

2    of time.  We don't believe that the Company could

3    have, for example, filed for the EIMA formula rate

4    case filing in 2014.  That would have made no sense.

5         COMMISSIONER O'CONNELL-DIAZ:  And I guess the

6    only thing I can liken this to -- I have never known

7    this situation at the Commission where we have had

8    this issue, but isn't it kind of like the Company

9    changed their mind, and it is like getting on board a

10    plane and you changed your reservation and there is a

11    penalty associated with that.  And --

12         MR. FITZHENRY:  No -- I am sorry.

13         COMMISSIONER O'CONNELL-DIAZ:  And you are

14    suggesting that these costs, no matter what, should

15    flow through.

16         MR. FITZHENRY:  What I am saying is that the

17    Company had a lawful option to select and it did in

18    fact take advantage of that lawful option to file for

19    formula rate cases.  That is not an imprudent act.

20    If you are going to say then the Company's election

21    to do something lawful created a de facto

22    disallowance of operating expenses, I am not so sure
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1    I would agree with that conclusion, absent again an

2    examination of what the Company knew at the time it

3    made its decisions and whether those decisions were

4    prudent and reasonable.  I mean, I just don't think

5    we could ignore the legal standard, which I believe

6    the Proposed Order has done.

7         COMMISSIONER O'CONNELL-DIAZ:  But wasn't the

8    Company supporting the legislation throughout the

9    year when this case was pending?

10         MR. FITZHENRY:  At different times, yes.  But,

11    of course, there was no certainty that the

12    legislation would have passed into law at any time,

13    certainly at a point in time when the Company's rate

14    case was pending.  And, again, if you had the facts

15    to say that the Company knew that the law would be

16    passed, that might be a different answer for you,

17    Commissioner.

18         COMMISSIONER O'CONNELL-DIAZ:  Yes, thank you.

19         CHAIRMAN SCOTT:  We have cut into the time that

20    you wanted for rebuttal, but why don't we hear from

21    Mr. Flynn and take his ten minutes and then I will

22    grant some time at the end for further rebuttal.
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1         MR. FITZHENRY:  Thank you.  Thank you, all.

2         MR. FLYNN:  Okay, good afternoon.

3         CHAIRMAN SCOTT:  You have two issues in nine

4    minutes, right?

5         MR. FLYNN:  Two issues.  The first one is

6    capital structure which I will breeze through, both

7    because the underlying arguments you have read and

8    heard before, but mostly because Ms. Lusson has come

9    all the way down to beat me up on the third issue and

10    I don't want to deny her that opportunity.

11         CHAIRMAN SCOTT:  Fair enough.

12                       ORAL ARGUMENT

13         BY MR. FLYNN:

14                  So I don't want to talk about the

15    specific arguments underlying capital structure.

16    Instead I am going to talk about football and a house

17    for a couple of minutes.  Because in fairness to

18    everyone, the ALJs, the Staff, the ALJPO makes clear

19    that it is not summarizing all of the arguments that

20    have been made because so many of them were made in

21    12-0001.  But it says, after listing the concerns,

22    that individually the concerns raised by Staff are
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1    insufficient to win the day but cumulatively the

2    Commission is persuaded that Staff's imputed capital

3    structure is appropriate.

4                  And in our exceptions I think we

5    compared that to football.  It is like making a goal

6    line stand.   The other time is first in goal.  You

7    stop all four plays, you think you have won and the

8    referee signals touchdown because he says, no, no one

9    of those plays got the ball across the line, but they

10    ran four plays and if you add them up, that's good

11    enough.

12                  Or it is like a house.  Someone says

13    that house is unsafe; it could blow down in the wind.

14    And the inspector comes in and says, no, it seems to

15    be stable.  Well, it could blow up in a gas leak.

16    Well, we checked the gas lines and they seem sound.

17    And you say, well, it could burn down.  Well, it's

18    got a sprinkler system and a state-of-the-art alarm

19    system and smoke detectors.  Well, it could have

20    mold.  Well, you know, we checked and there is no

21    dampness.  And at the end the inspector says, yes, I

22    have evaluated each of your concerns and no one of
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1    them persuades me that this house is unsafe.  But you

2    are right; that house is unsafe.

3                  We don't know why we have lost.  We

4    understand that the Commission, that the ALJPO, is

5    recommending certain conclusions, no one of which is

6    sufficient, it says.  Which, by the way, the

7    insufficiency of the individual concerns was not

8    challenged by Staff which undoubtedly was content

9    with the overall conclusion.  So that's what we are

10    left with.

11                  And our position will be, if we get to

12    a reviewing court on this, is that it is not enough

13    to view these cumulatively.  You have to tell -- you

14    have to explain what about our existing capital

15    structure makes it inappropriate.

16                  And those are in sum our very brief

17    remarks on capital structure which we have all argued

18    in depth before.

19         COMMISSIONER COLGAN:  Is that a Heisman house?

20         MR. FLYNN:  Yes, it is, and I would strike a

21    pose but I am concerned it wouldn't play well on

22    video up in Chicago.  And if there are no questions
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1    on that, I am happy to turn to deferred state income

2    taxes, and I note that Ms. Lusson has her pen out.

3                  And this -- just very briefly I

4    wanted -- this issue in our view has to do with the

5    application of the $3.7 million limit on changes in

6    charges or credits.  I know 3.7 million sounds sort

7    of an arbitrary number, but I would just like to take

8    30 seconds and explain how there is a totally

9    different arbitrary number behind that.  Because we

10    are usually into base ten and zeros and that makes us

11    comfortable.  And if you look at the statute, you

12    will see for ComEd that their limit is $10 million

13    which is the kind of number that makes us comfortable

14    because it's got a ten and a bunch of zeros behind

15    it.  And if you happen to be Ameren Illinois, for

16    example, and according to various metrics your

17    electric distribution business is about 37 percent

18    the size of ComEd's, you end up with a $3.7 million

19    limit, and hopefully that makes us comfortable, too.

20                  And what the legislature did was to

21    expressly require amortization over a five-year

22    period of the full amount of, and the words are,
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1    "each charge or credit" caused by a list of things in

2    the applicable rate year, one of which is changes in

3    tax law.  There was a change in tax law that had two

4    very different effects.  One change was to increase

5    current corporate tax rates to 9.5 percent per year

6    which produced a charge in the area of 1.8 million.

7                  The other was to create a credit

8    relating to deferred tax expense because that law

9    changed rates in a later period.  So if you have

10    assets that produced deductions in the current year,

11    if you are avoiding tax at 9.5 percent and then in

12    later years as the tax comes due it is at 7.75

13    percent, for example, then, yes, you have produced a

14    tax savings that shows up as deferred tax savings

15    which is a credit.  So Ameren -- and that was about

16    4.1 million.

17                  So Ameren's proposal was to apply the

18    statute as it is written, treat the charge one way

19    because it is under 3.7 million, and then applying

20    the law to each credit takes the credit produced by

21    the tiered reduction in corporate tax rates beginning

22    in 2015 and would amortize that and not reflect that
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1    in full in the 2011 year.  And that, we think, is

2    simply applying the statute as it is written as we

3    have explained it in briefs and in our Brief on

4    Exceptions.

5                  Thank you.

6         CHAIRMAN SCOTT:  Question?

7                         (No response.)

8                  Okay.  Mr. Fitzhenry is being picked

9    on right now.  Next we will hear from Nicole Luckey

10    and Mike Lannon representing the Staff of the

11    Illinois Commerce Commission.  You will have 20

12    minutes.  Would you like to reserve any time?

13         MS. LUCKEY:  We would like to reserve only one

14    minute for rebuttal.  And if we could just have a

15    moment for my co-counsel to come to the table?

16         CHAIRMAN SCOTT:  Sure.

17         MS. LUCKEY:  Thank you.

18         CHAIRMAN SCOTT:  Whenever you are ready, go

19    ahead.

20                       ORAL ARGUMENT

21         BY MS. LUCKEY:

22                  Sure.  Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman
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1    and Commissioners.  My name is Nicole Luckey and I

2    will be addressing the first issue on behalf of

3    Staff, rate recovery for expenses for Ameren's 2011

4    electric rate case filed under Section 9-201 of the

5    Public Utilities Act.  My colleague Michael Lannon

6    will address the remaining two issues.

7                  Staff agrees with the Proposed Order's

8    conclusion to disallow recovery from ratepayers of

9    the costs AIC incurred to prepare and litigate Docket

10    11-0279 which it voluntarily abandoned when it

11    elected to file under the new formula rate

12    legislation.  Ratepayers should not now be burdened

13    with the costs of the Company's strategic decision.

14                  The Commission should adopt the PO's

15    conclusion on this issue for three reasons.  First,

16    AIC's election to become a participating utility

17    under the Energy Infrastructure or Modernization Act

18    or EIMA and to enjoy the benefits of the formula rate

19    methodology was a unilateral decision made by the

20    Company with full understanding of the advantages and

21    disadvantages of that decision.

22                  Second, AIC chose to file its formula
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1    rate tariff just days prior to the conclusion of its

2    electric rate case through which it likely would have

3    recovered its rate case expenses.  The choice of when

4    to file its formula rate case and the consequences of

5    that timing were made by the Company alone.

6                  And, third, as Chairman Scott rightly

7    noted, the Public Utilities Act, specifically Section

8    16-108.5c supports the position that AIC's inclusion

9    of expenses from its 2011 electric rate case in this

10    proceeding is improper.

11                  Turning to my first point, AIC made a

12    unilateral decision to elect to become a

13    participation utility under EIMA with full

14    understanding of the advantages and disadvantages of

15    that position.  Section 16-108.5b defines a

16    participating utility in AIC's case to be a

17    combination utility that voluntarily elects and

18    commits to undertake certain infrastructure investor

19    obligations in customer assistance programs discerned

20    in the Act in exchange for the guarantee that it will

21    recover the expenditures through the

22    performance-based formula rate.
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1                  Contrary to AIC's assertion, when EIMA

2    was enacted, AIC was not forced to choose to become a

3    participating utility.  As the PO notes, upon doing

4    so AIC knew that Section 16-108.5c would require it

5    to withdraw its pending electric rate case and that

6    the Commission would be statutorily mandated to

7    approve that withdrawal.  Nonetheless, AIC chose to

8    spend substantial amounts of money in an attempt to

9    obtain a rate increase in Docket 11-0279 and then

10    unilaterally chose to abandon the attempt and file

11    its rate case under the new formula rate legislation.

12                  AIC's election to become a

13    participating utility was not an action mandated by

14    this Commission or by the General Assembly.  It was a

15    decision made by AIC alone with full understanding of

16    the consequences of that decision.

17                  And this brings me to my second point.

18    AIC's choice to file its formula rate tariff shortly

19    before the Final Order in 11-0279 was issued, likely

20    granting recovery of their requested expenses, was,

21    again, a strategic decision made by AIC alone.  And

22    please excuse me while I take you through a short
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1    timeline for a moment.

2                  When AIC filed its electric rate case

3    on February 18, 2011, it sought a rate increase.  On

4    November 15, 2011, when the Proposed Order in 11-0279

5    was issued, it indicated an overall rate decrease of

6    for AIC of approximately $41 million which would not

7    have been welcomed by the Company's board of

8    directors.  On January 3, 2012, a little over a week

9    before the Final Order in 11-0279 was to be issued,

10    AIC chose to file its Rate Map-P tariff and a notice

11    of withdrawal.  Certainly there is nothing to say

12    that avoidance of this rate decrease was the sole

13    reason for AIC's decision to file under EIMA when it

14    did, but the timing is certainly suspect.  And as the

15    PO notes, AIC's desire to recover its expenses on a

16    voluntarily abandoned effort at a rate increase is

17    not well-taken.

18                  The Company would argue in its BOE

19    that AIC requested a rate decrease in its formula

20    rate proceeding which benefitted ratepayers.  But

21    this decrease is only approximately 19 million,

22    considerably less than the $41 million that was
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1    recommended in the PO in 11-0279.  Ratepayers

2    certainly would have benefitted from that rate

3    decrease.

4                  It comes down to the fact that AIC's

5    electric case would not have had to have been

6    withdrawn if it would have filed its formula rate

7    case eight days later than it did.  And it is likely

8    AIC would have recovered all the rate case expense

9    that it now improperly requests in this proceeding.

10                  However, AIC made the unilateral

11    decision to become a participating utility under

12    EIMA, and as a consequence its rate case was

13    withdrawn before the expense was recovered for a

14    final Order.  AIC shareholders, not ratepayers,

15    should bear the burden of this $2.5 million decision.

16                  And this brings me to my last point.

17    The language of EIMA itself supports the argument

18    that AIC's inclusion of expenses from 11-0279 in this

19    proceeding is improper.  Section 16-108.5c of the Act

20    states that when a Company chooses to become a

21    participating utility under EIMA, that not only must

22    the Commission dismiss any pending tariff filings
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1    filed pursuant to Section 9-201, but that the tariffs

2    which are the subject of that proceeding, and quote,

3    "and the record related thereto shall not be the

4    subject of any further hearing, investigation or

5    proceeding of any kind related to rates for electric

6    delivery services," end quote.  The Act appears to

7    prohibit entirely AIC's discussion of and requests to

8    recover the rate case expenses that were the subject

9    of its 2011 electric rate case.  They should not now

10    be the subject of this formula rate proceeding or any

11    other proceeding of its kind.

12                  To conclude, AIC voluntarily elected

13    to become a participating utility and voluntarily

14    filed its formula rate case before the conclusion of

15    its 2011 rate case, triggering the mandate that it be

16    withdrawn.  The fact that this decision by the

17    Company resulted in an inability to recover its rate

18    case expenses from that abandoned electric rate case

19    was simply a consequence of AIC's decisions.

20    Ratepayers should not shoulder the cost of those

21    decisions.

22                  Staff would urge the Commission to
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1    adopt the PO's conclusion and disallow recovery from

2    ratepayers of these requested costs.

3         CHAIRMAN SCOTT:  Ms. Luckey, can I ask you a

4    question?  Going back to something that Mr. Fitzhenry

5    said, I mean, in theory every time we get a rate case

6    in front of us it is a corporate decision to do it.

7    But the fact that it is a corporate decision doesn't

8    negate the ability to recover on its own.  His

9    argument, if I understood correctly, was that all of

10    the decisions that were made were prudent.  And if

11    all the decisions that were made were corporately

12    prudent and were legal at the time that they made

13    them, tell me why that wouldn't mean that the

14    expenses were prudently incurred, leaving apart your

15    last point because you are arguing that in the

16    absolute.  But leaving that issue aside for a moment,

17    tell me why that wouldn't seem to indicate that they

18    wouldn't be allowed recovery.

19         MS. LUCKEY:  Well, Staff would argue that it

20    was imprudent to withdraw their electric rate case

21    when they did.  They could have allowed their rate

22    case to proceed to finality.  They would have
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1    received a $41 million decrease, but they would have

2    recovered their rate case expenses that way and then

3    they could have filed under EIMA.  Or they simply

4    could have participated in improving our

5    infrastructure without the guarantee of recovering

6    those expenses under EIMA.

7         COMMISSIONER O'CONNELL-DIAZ:  Ms. Luckey, what

8    about with regard to Mr. Fitzhenry's point about the

9    timeline on their ability to do just as you

10    suggested?

11         MS. LUCKEY:  And I did wonder when he started

12    talking about different dates and different years.

13    It was our understanding of EIMA that it is possible

14    they may have had to file by January 13, but the

15    Order would have come out before that.  So they did

16    have that option if they wanted to file under EIMA

17    this year.

18                  And to your point as you asked him a

19    question, why couldn't they simply file the next

20    year, Staff doesn't see an issue with that, either.

21    And they certainly could have done that.  And that

22    would have been prudent as well and they would have
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1    recovered their rate case expenses and ratepayers

2    would have enjoyed another year of lower rates.

3         COMMISSIONER FORD:  So if they had waited, all

4    of those rates would have been deemed prudent.

5         MS. LUCKEY:  The rate case expense, yes, and

6    there also would have been a rate decrease that would

7    have gone to the ratepayers.

8         COMMISSIONER O'CONNELL-DIAZ:  That's assuming

9    the Commission would have entered an Order like that,

10    right?

11         MS. LUCKEY:  Well, we have reason to believe

12    the Commission likely would have done that because

13    the gas side it did.  And if the Commissioners and

14    Chairman don't have any other questions, I believe my

15    colleague would like to take over.

16         CHAIRMAN SCOTT:  Any other questions?

17                         (No response.)

18                  Mr. Lannon, go ahead.

19                       ORAL ARGUMENT

20         BY MR. LANNON:

21                  Thank you, Mr. Chairman, good

22    afternoon, and good afternoon to the Commissioners in
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1    Springfield and the Commissioners here in Chicago.

2                  I love football analogies and I would

3    like to make one talking about capital structure.

4    The Company fumbled the ball on first down and they

5    never got close to the goal line.  And I will give

6    you a specific reason why you should reject the

7    Company's proposed capital structure.

8                  Now, Staff proposes what's commonly

9    known as an imputed capital structure.  That's

10    because the alternative, the Company's proposed

11    capital structure, is in clear violation of Section

12    9-230.  That's the specific reason you must -- you

13    should reject the Company's proposed capital

14    structure.  Section 9-230 and the Illinois Appellate

15    Courts absolutely bar as a matter of law the adoption

16    of a capital structure that results in one iota

17    increase of a utility's cost of capital due to its

18    affiliation with non-utility or unregulated

19    companies.

20                  Now, we know in this case that the

21    Company's proposed capital structure violates Section

22    9-230 because the record evidence tells us so.
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1    Specifically, S&P has concluded that AIC's generating

2    affiliates, I think they call them GenAm have

3    negatively affected AIC's, the regulated utility's,

4    credit rating.  Moody's has specifically noted that

5    Ameren Corp, the parent corp, that Ameren Corp's

6    support which includes the support of AIC because

7    they are factored into the risk analysis is important

8    to the maintenance of Ameren Generating Company's

9    credit ratings.

10                  The Company has provided no evidence

11    contradicting this or even inconsistent with these

12    credit rating reports.  Now, they are found in Staff

13    Cross Exhibit 5 and they are discussed at length in

14    the Staff reply brief, pages 44-46.

15                  Now, essentially just to back up and

16    try to put this in language that at least I can

17    understand which is quite a trick sometimes,

18    essentially what Ameren Corp, the parent corp, is

19    doing is piling chief debt on the non-regulated

20    affiliate AmGen, the generator affiliate.  AmGen has

21    high operating risk.  While at the same time they

22    load up AIC, the regulated utility which has low
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1    operating risk, with expensive equity.  Ameren Corp

2    then uses AIC's lower risk to offset and lower its

3    own risk vis-a-vis AmGen's higher risk while the AIC

4    ratepayers are left paying the higher cost of capital

5    that the Company is proposing for AIC in this case

6    that really only benefits Ameren Corp.  It benefits

7    their shareholders.

8                  In fact, in the aftermath of the

9    global financial crisis, Ameren Corp infused common

10    equity into its regulated Company while its riskier

11    generating Company issued debt.  By the end of 2010

12    the less risky regulated Illinois utility, AIC, had a

13    57 percent equity ratio whereas the riskier AmGen had

14    a 51 percent equity ratio.  This type of infusion of

15    common equity into AIC constitutes the very same type

16    of capital structure manipulation the court in

17    Citizens Utility Board v. Illinois Commerce

18    Commission found to violate Section 9-230.

19                  In that case, in CUB, a higher cost

20    common equity was added to the capital structure of

21    the rate-regulated entity while lower cost debt was

22    filed on its unregulated affiliate.
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1                  I urge you to follow the CUB court's

2    ruling which is controlling law and adopt Staff's

3    proposed capital structure which includes an equity

4    ratio of 51 percent.

5                  Do you have any questions on capital

6    structure or should I move on to state income tax?

7         COMMISSIONER O'CONNELL-DIAZ:  Mr. Lannon?

8         MR. LANNON:  Yes.

9         COMMISSIONER O'CONNELL-DIAZ:  With regard to

10    your reference to Article 9, under the EIMA which we

11    are functioning under isn't there a different

12    standard that we are looking at?

13         MR. LANNON:  Actually it provides the type of

14    incentive that the CUB court talks about that the

15    parent corp has to load up a regulated utility with.

16         COMMISSIONER O'CONNELL-DIAZ:  I am asking about

17    what's provided in this new legislation.

18         MR. LANNON:  Yeah, it provides Ameren Corp, the

19    parent corp, with even more incentive because the

20    return on equity is set by statute formula.  And so

21    you can't even it out, the capital structure, through

22    the regular ratemaking formulas that we would use
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1    outside of the formula rate case.  So it eliminates

2    an option for you, the Commission, to regulate that

3    imbalance because one component of it, the ROE is set

4    by a formula, by statute.

5                  Now, regarding the deferred state

6    income tax issue, I want to come right to the quick

7    of this matter.  AIC's entire position, as Ameren

8    counsel Mr. Flynn explained, hinges upon the

9    application of Section 16-108.5c(4)(F) of EIMA.

10    However, this EIMA section, by its own express terms,

11    is not applicable to the treatment of these deferred

12    state income taxes.  AIC alleges that the deferred

13    tax credit amount is clearly the result of a change

14    in law relating to taxes under that provision of the

15    EIMA.  However, this provision, as Mr. Flynn said

16    often, as written clearly states that it would only

17    be applicable to changes in law occurring after EIMA

18    became effective.

19                  EIMA became effective in October of

20    2011.  As CUB noted in its RB, the amendments to the

21    Illinois state income tax code at issue here became

22    effective in that same year but in January, roughly
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1    nine months before EIMA went into effect.  Thus,

2    AIC's reliance on Section 16-108.5c(4)(F) is of no

3    use to them because it simply can't be applied as it

4    is written to the state income tax issue.

5                  Thank you.

6         CHAIRMAN SCOTT:  Questions?

7         MR. LANNON:  Any questions?

8         CHAIRMAN SCOTT:  Go ahead, Commissioner.

9         COMMISSIONER McCABE:  Under the amortization of

10    expenses under 108.5c(4)(F), does that envision costs

11    incurred outside of one calendar year or merely deal

12    with abnormal one-time costs in a year like storm

13    expense or is that what you were just saying?

14         MR. LANNON:  And I believe my learned colleague

15    Ms. Karen Lusson is going to go into this in great

16    detail.  But, yes, that's what we have argued.  CUB

17    made this statutory argument in their RB, and notably

18    the Company did not respond to it in its BOE.

19                  But, yes, you are right, Commissioner.

20    We made the argument that these changes, these state

21    income tax changes, are spread out over five years, I

22    believe, and it is not the type of one-time
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1    occurrence like a storm that this provision

2    contemplates.  However, I don't think you have to get

3    there at all.  You don't even have to consider that

4    because, as it is written by its own express terms,

5    the state income tax issue cannot flow under this

6    section of EIMA.

7         CHAIRMAN SCOTT:  Okay.  Thank you, Mr. Lannon.

8         MR. LANNON:  Thank you.

9         CHAIRMAN SCOTT:  And now we will hear from

10    Karen Lusson with an argument on behalf of the Office

11    of the Attorney General, AARP and the Citizens

12    Utility Board, and you will have 20 minutes.  And

13    would you like to reserve time?

14         MS. LUSSON:  Yes.  If I could, I would like to

15    reserve approximately five minutes for rebuttal.

16         CHAIRMAN SCOTT:  Very good.

17         MS. LUSSON:  Although I hope that I won't spend

18    15 minutes necessarily talking about deferred income

19    taxes, but it is possible, so.

20                       ORAL ARGUMENT

21         BY MS. LUSSON:

22                  Thank you for the opportunity to speak
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1    today.  First, we agree with Mr. Lannon's remarks

2    when he said that the issue was quite clear.  The

3    ratemaking treatment Ameren proposes simply is not

4    permitted by the clear language of 16-108.5c(4)(F),

5    that subsection of EIMA.

6                  Second, from a ratemaking point of

7    view the issue is really a straight forward one as

8    well.  And that is, when determining the appropriate

9    treatment of income tax expense and the effect of the

10    change in the statutory tax rate on the Company's

11    expenses, do you pick and choose certain effects

12    associated with that tax rate change or do you view

13    it wholistically?  Do you examine the entire impact

14    of that change in law on the Company's finances?

15                  Ameren is asking you to adopt what we

16    think is a selective tortured calculation methodology

17    that ignores the clear language of the formula rate

18    statute and denies -- the effect is to deny

19    ratepayers the benefit of the deferred tax savings

20    that accrue as a result of the statutory tax rate

21    change.

22                  And, again, it does so based on a
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1    misguided interpretation of that section of EIMA that

2    provides for deferral and amortization of

3    non-recurring unusual expenses and credits.  But the

4    effect of the state income tax rate change is neither

5    unusual nor non-recurring because it is going to be

6    with us for each of the future years when formula

7    rates will be recalculated.  So this is the first

8    time it's come up in formula ratemaking because the

9    tax rate change took effect in 2011 and this is a

10    case that examines expenses for 2011.  So it is

11    important to get it right in this Order because this

12    is the first time you are looking at.

13                  And we believe the Proposed Order got

14    it exactly right when it agreed with the conclusion

15    of no less than three accountants, Staff accountants,

16    AG-AARP and CUB accountants who recommended the

17    adjustment to the income tax expense and --

18         COMMISSIONER O'CONNELL-DIAZ:  Ms. Lusson?

19         MS. LUSSON:  Yes.

20         COMMISSIONER O'CONNELL-DIAZ:  The language

21    that's contained in the statute 16-108c(4)(F), does

22    it not say each charge?
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1         MS. LUSSON:  It does, but you have to --

2         COMMISSIONER O'CONNELL-DIAZ:  How does that

3    square with what you are suggesting?

4         MS. LUSSON:  Well, we think that if you look at

5    this language, it is talking about each charge or

6    credit.  But it is each charge or credit associated

7    with each unusual event or phenomenon that's being

8    addressed in this subsection.  So the purpose of this

9    subsection, we believe, is to amortize these unusual

10    events associated with a change in law or ordinance

11    or a storm.  But you have to look at it

12    wholistically.  There was only one income tax change.

13    There is one income tax change in law that occurred

14    in January of 2011.  That affects both the

15    calculation of state income tax as well as the

16    Company's calculation of deferred tax expense.

17                  So it is similar, if I could analogize

18    it, it would be like saying the value of the plant is

19    $100 million without looking at what the depreciation

20    on the plant is.  You are not giving the full

21    picture.  So we think that the Company has sort of

22    pulled out those two words, "each credit" and "each
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1    expense" and not applied them, applied those words,

2    as the General Assembly intended, because you have to

3    look at the entire effect of that change on the

4    Company's expenses.

5         COMMISSIONER O'CONNELL-DIAZ:  Is there any

6    provision in the statute that directs us to do that?

7         MS. LUSSON:  We believe the language -- that

8    language in 16-108.5c(4)(F) and the statutory -- the

9    law of the state which says that you view statutes as

10    a whole, you look at the language of the entire

11    statute, you attempt to ascertain what the intent of

12    the General Assembly is with each subsection viewed

13    within the context of the entire Act.

14         COMMISSIONER O'CONNELL-DIAZ:  But my question

15    is, is there anything else that I should be looking

16    at in that particular section that supports what you

17    are suggesting is the way we should decide this

18    issue?

19         MS. LUSSON:  I think in our view it is the

20    clear language of that section, subsection.

21                  And then Mr. Lannon's point was also

22    relevant which is that the clear language that we are
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1    talking about here references changes in laws or

2    ordinances or occurrences that occurred after the

3    enactment of the EIMA statute.  And, again, that

4    occurred in the fall of 2011, EIMA, and the statutory

5    tax change occurred in January of 2011.  So by its

6    very terms Ameren's interpretation would not apply.

7                  So to understand exactly what the

8    Company is proposing, if you will allow me to, I

9    would like to go into a few points of background

10    about this issue.  First, the record evidence shows

11    that this is what all parties agreed to, and that is

12    that there is the statutory tax rate change and it is

13    going to go from nine and a half percent to 7.75

14    percent in 2015 and then drop to 7.73 percent in

15    2025.  That's important to know because even though

16    those tax changes take place in the future, Ameren

17    takes tax deductions now in 2011, the year you are

18    looking at for purposes of setting rates, that are

19    reflected in its revenue requirement.  And so

20    Ameren's tax deferrals will reverse in future years

21    when those income taxes become payable at the lower

22    tax rates.
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1                  So what GAAP accounting requires of

2    the Company is that it says you must -- GAAP

3    accounting requires utilities when it has these

4    significant deductions associated with, for example,

5    accelerated depreciation, which Ameren is taking off

6    and it is authorized to take those, it says GAAP

7    accounting requires the Company to provide its best

8    estimate today of the taxes that will have to be paid

9    in the future and to account for that in its deferred

10    tax expense.  So that's why what happens in 2015 is

11    relevant today.

12                  Now, it is also important to note that

13    in the 12-0321 current ComEd pending docket, ComEd

14    recognized this phenomenon and correctly reflected it

15    in the revenue requirement in that case.  Now, we are

16    the first to point out when ComEd has done something

17    wrong, but we will point out, and as our witness

18    stated in his direct testimony, that ComEd accounted

19    for that exactly correctly and it didn't reflect in

20    its deferred income tax calculation the new changing

21    tax rates that will occur in 2015 and the associated

22    savings.  So that was not an issue in the ComEd case
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1    that is currently pending.

2         COMMISSIONER O'CONNELL-DIAZ:  Ms. Lusson, was

3    it an issue in 11-0721?

4         MS. LUSSON:  No, it wasn't, Commissioner,

5    because the statutory tax rate change took effect in

6    January of 2011 and the 11-0721 case looked at the

7    Company's expenses from its FERC Form 1 for the year

8    2010.

9         COMMISSIONER O'CONNELL-DIAZ:  Thank you.

10         MS. LUSSON:  So in Ameren's direct case it

11    ignored that change in the tax rate and the

12    corresponding effect on the calculation of deferred

13    tax income expense which would have denied ratepayers

14    the savings associated with that future statutory

15    reduction in the tax rate.  So when the Company was

16    challenged by the AG-AARP and CUB accountants on that

17    issue, the Company to its credit in rebuttal came

18    back and said, yes, there are these deferred tax

19    savings associated with that statutory tax rate.  So,

20    again, that is not at issue.  These tax savings

21    exist.

22                  The Company in their rebuttal case
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1    conceded that that tax rate increase generating tax

2    savings should be reflected in the revenue

3    requirement.  So what is that issue then?  How do we

4    treat that for ratemaking purposes, and that's when

5    we get to the Company's statement that, well, we want

6    to take that amount of tax savings and amortize it

7    pursuant to this subsection of the EIMA statute.

8                  Now, again, Staff in its rebuttal

9    testimony, observing the recommendations of the Staff

10    -- or of the AG-AARP and CUB accountants, agreed with

11    the AG and CUB accountants that in fact this

12    deduction needed to be made and should be reflected

13    as recommended in the Proposed Order.  But Ameren's

14    position in its rebuttal case was, if you apply this

15    unusual amortization methodology, then only one-fifth

16    of that tax savings gets reflected in rates in this

17    case and they said the four-fifths will amortize in

18    the Company's rate base.

19                  So that may not sound bad, but here is

20    the problem.  The Company then said we followed that

21    same treatment for a storm expense that wasn't

22    challenged.  It was a one-time non-recurring storm
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1    expense.  But the Company indicated that because it

2    was going to follow that same treatment as the storm

3    expense, it would not -- and this was a so-called

4    one-time non-recurring event, it would not be

5    reflecting that amortization in the rate base in

6    future formula rate cases.  So essentially the

7    four-fifth savings disappears.

8                  So the adjustment that we are

9    recommending and that the Proposed Order adopted

10    restores that four-fifths amount of savings back into

11    the deferred income tax expense credit and then it

12    appropriately reflects it in rates.

13                  Again, the main reasons that the

14    Proposed Order got it right is, one, 16-108.5c(4)(F)

15    does not apply because, again, the tax effect, the

16    statutory tax change, that they are relying upon took

17    place before EIMA was passed and that's contrary to

18    the clear language of that subsection in terms of

19    usage of that amortization method.

20                  The other point I would like to make,

21    though, is that even if you put aside that problem

22    with that statutory interpretation, the second reason
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1    to reject it is that this is not an unusual

2    non-recurring event.  Each year under GAAP Ameren is

3    going to be required to calculate its deferred income

4    tax expense.  Those numbers -- it also is going to be

5    required to calculate the plant balance, plant

6    balances and depreciation.  That's an annual event

7    that will occur with every formula rate case.  So

8    this is not -- and each time the numbers associated

9    with the statutory tax rate change are recalculated.

10    Each time the plant balances and the depreciation

11    associated with that plant is recalculated.  So this

12    is not a non-recurring event.

13                  For all those reasons we think that it

14    is important to reject Ameren's requests.  And my

15    very final point is that keep in mind, too, that

16    under formula ratemaking the Commission looks at the

17    Company's calculations of these deferred expense

18    items and its income tax expense.  So if there are

19    any other changes, say, in the statutory tax rate,

20    that is something that is examined with each formula

21    rate filing.  So this, again, is certainly not a

22    non-recurring event and it should be treated as the
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1    Proposed Order recommends.

2         CHAIRMAN SCOTT: Let me follow up on that

3    because the language in the statute clearly indicates

4    that the taxes are one of the things that could be

5    considered here; it specifically lists that.

6         MS. LUSSON:  Right.

7         CHAIRMAN SCOTT:  So that seems to argue against

8    what you are saying, because any sort of tax change

9    would necessarily be -- could not necessarily be

10    automatically excluded then just because it was not a

11    one-time non-recurring event because clearly the

12    General Assembly meant for taxes to be figured into

13    this somehow.

14         MS. LUSSON:  Well, here is the thing.  In the

15    ComEd case, the pending 12-0321 case, and Ameren

16    references this in its Brief on Exceptions, it

17    indicates that ComEd made an adjustment based on this

18    subsection for something called the Illinois Electric

19    Distribution Tax.  And in that instance there was

20    a -- it was an unusual event.  The Company had

21    calculated three years worth of savings in an unusual

22    amount that was considered one-time and non-recurring
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1    by all the accountants that looked at that.  So they

2    did rely on that for that.

3                  So we are not saying that taxes -- a

4    certain tax change --

5         CHAIRMAN SCOTT:  You are just differentiating

6    that from the kind of tax that we are talking about

7    here.

8         MS. LUSSON:  Exactly.  Exactly.

9         CHAIRMAN SCOTT:  Questions?

10                         (No response.)

11                  What's the --  five and a half.  Okay.

12    We will go to rebuttal.

13         COMMISSIONER FORD:  Mr. Chairman?

14         CHAIRMAN SCOTT:  Yes.  Go ahead.

15         COMMISSIONER FORD:  I had a question of

16    Ms. Luckey or Mr. Lannon.  I am looking at the

17    Proposed Order on page 83.

18         CHAIRMAN SCOTT:  Can we save that until they do

19    their rebuttal, Commissioner?

20         COMMISSIONER FORD:  I should have mentioned it

21    when they were here before.  I am sorry.

22         CHAIRMAN SCOTT:  We will do the Company's
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1    rebuttal first and then you can get to that when we

2    get the Staff attorneys back up.  Thanks.

3                  Mr. Fitzhenry, you had two minutes

4    left on your time, but I am going to add another five

5    to that.  So we will give you seven for rebuttal

6    then.

7                   REBUTTAL ORAL ARGUMENT

8         BY MR. FITZHENRY:

9                  Thank you, Chairman.  I want to be

10    respectful of the Commission's affording us a little

11    bit more time.

12                  For the first time in response to your

13    question I heard the word "imprudent" from the Staff

14    and from Ms. Luckey here this afternoon.  None of

15    that was ever addressed in the Staff testimony and

16    the Staff briefs.  And I don't want to get into an

17    issue about form over substance, but let's again

18    understand what the facts are.

19                  The Company had the right to file a

20    formula rate case.  The General Assembly was aware of

21    the pending 11-0272 docket.  We know that because the

22    General Assembly gave this Commission the
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1    responsibility to dismiss that case.  Just looking at

2    that, I think we can -- at least the Company's

3    position is there is nothing about that that's

4    imprudent.  If you are going to then find that the

5    Company, taking what we think is a legal action,

6    resulted in imprudent action, you need to have facts

7    in the record to support that finding, and I suggest

8    to you there are not those facts.

9                  Again, for the first time I hear

10    Staff's lawyer talking about the timing was suspect.

11    Well, that's a conclusion perhaps, but there is no

12    evidence in the record to talk about the timing and

13    why it is suspect, okay.  Staff and other parties had

14    the obligation, if they wanted to go down that path,

15    to take discovery from the Company, find out more

16    about what was in the Company's management's decision

17    making.  That was not done.

18                  So, again, if you are going to uphold

19    the disallowance, I think the Order itself doesn't

20    read well in terms of what the disallowance should be

21    and the reason why the disallowance should be.  What

22    is the act of imprudence?  I think if this case goes
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1    on to an appellate court, they will ask the same

2    question of the attorneys when the next round comes

3    along, where is the act of imprudence.

4         CHAIRMAN SCOTT:  Let me ask you one quick

5    question there; it follows up on something

6    Commissioner O'Connell-Diaz asked you, too.  You made

7    reference to the -- you brought up an example saying,

8    well, you know, filing it in 2014 wouldn't have made

9    any sense, to file for the formula rate case under

10    EIMA.  That's not prohibited under the statute,

11    though, is it?

12         MR. FITZHENRY:  No, it is not.

13         CHAIRMAN SCOTT:  So the key thing about that is

14    spending the appropriate amount of money -- about the

15    statute is spending the appropriate amount of money

16    and doing it in the time period that is allowed which

17    is the end date of the time period and making sure

18    that by 17 you had met that metric to allow you to

19    continue.

20         MR. FITZHENRY:  Absolutely.  I mean, even if

21    the Company filed at a later point in time, you still

22    have to go through the Commission's prudence standard
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1    in deciding whether or not any expense being

2    recovered in rates is prudent or not.  I mean, you

3    still have to go through that exercise, and we expect

4    that you do it here as well.  We just haven't seen

5    the facts to support a finding of imprudence.

6                  Now, Ms. Luckey mentioned and the

7    Proposed Order also talks about the benefits to the

8    Company in formula ratemaking.  I don't believe that

9    what benefits are realized or may not be realized is

10    a test for cost recovery.  I don't think the law

11    supports that.  But if you are going to look at the

12    benefits and should the Company be able to recover

13    the two and a half million dollars, you have to also

14    take into account the benefits that are being

15    realized by virtue of the EIMA.  And you know about

16    the infrastructure improvement plan; I think we are

17    going to spend $265 million.  We made a filing with

18    you earlier this year.  The $360 million AMI plan

19    that the Company will proceed with.  The Company will

20    pay $1 million for the next ten years for energy low

21    income and support programs, and these are

22    non-recoverable expenses.  The Company has also
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1    contributed $7 million to the Illinois Science and

2    Energy Innovation Trust.  Again, these are

3    non-recoverable expenses.

4                  Again, I am not saying that you should

5    look at the benefits because I don't think that

6    weighs into the decision of prudence.  But the

7    proposed Order has.

8         CHAIRMAN SCOTT:  You don't really want to go

9    down that road, though, because you have got the $41

10    million on the other side.

11         MR. FITZHENRY:  I have a response to that, that

12    may be even clever.  I don't know.

13         CHAIRMAN SCOTT:  We will see.

14         MR. FITZHENRY:  We will see.  And actually I

15    made a front of the envelope calculation.  If you

16    take the two and a half million dollars that we are

17    talking about here and the amount that's going to be

18    recovered from residential ratepayers, it is about 14

19    cents a year for ten years.

20                  So, again, I am not endorsing the

21    Proposed Order's looking at the benefits, and

22    Ms. Luckey mentioned that as well.  But if you are
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1    really going to do that, look at it from a matter of

2    equity and what's fair and what's right, again,

3    that's not what I think we should be doing here.  I

4    mean, I think you should look at the other side of

5    the equation, what it is going to cost residential

6    ratepayers, and I just said residential ratepayers,

7    over the course of ten years.

8                  To your point, the Company went into

9    the filing of the formula rate case knowing it was

10    going to immediately reduce revenues by $20 million.

11    We also know under the EIMA that the Commission has

12    the authority to make other disallowances to O&M

13    expenses.  I mean, that's in the law.  That's a right

14    that's afforded you.

15                  So, I mean, the very best the Company

16    was going to do, if you look at it that way and again

17    I don't think you should because the Company is

18    looking at the whole ten-year plan and all the

19    benefits it brings both to the Company and to its

20    customers, the 20 million decrease was going to be

21    the best the Company would do under your context in

22    which you asked the question.  It was likely to do
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1    worse, okay.  And in fact where we ended up, with a

2    result that is much worse than what would have

3    happened had the 11-0272 docket was approved as it

4    had been proposed in January of 2011 -- 12.

5                  So, I mean, I don't think that's a

6    fair way to look at the issue but, honestly -- and

7    who is to say how you would have ended up ruling.

8    You know, the Company was asking for a rate increase

9    and, honestly, some of those adjustments, the

10    normalization of the A&G expense, I think we probably

11    would have taken up to the appellate court and won

12    that issue.  At least that's what I told my client.

13    That was the clever part.

14                  But, again, we went in this with our

15    eyes wide open, knowing that revenues were going to

16    be reduced by $20 million with the potential for

17    more.  We don't agree with the way it came out on

18    some of the other issues, but we were already going

19    to be in the hole in that respect.  So at that point

20    I am going to leave it.

21         CHAIRMAN SCOTT:  Are there questions?

22                         (No response.)
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1                  Mr. Flynn, you have got the floor.

2                   REBUTTAL ORAL ARGUMENT

3         BY MR. FLYNN:

4                  Yeah, all I want to say regarding

5    capital structure is that as I listened to Mr. Lannon

6    describe bing capital with this group of vultures at

7    the holding Company who during a time of financial

8    crisis when there was limited access to the debt

9    markets, when companies were concerned about

10    liquidity, took its regulated utility and starved it

11    of cash -- oh, no, wait, actually that's not what he

12    accused them of.  He accused them of actually giving

13    the utilities cash during the liquidity crisis at a

14    time -- he said they were manipulating the capital

15    structure at a time it was not to the Company's

16    benefit to do so.  They were preparing a 2012 or 2011

17    rate case with a 2012 test year.  This was 2010 they

18    were pumping equity into the utilities to keep them

19    stable.

20                  And long before the formula rate law

21    was even a twinkle in Anne Pramaggiore's eye, we were

22    doing this and that's apparently a horrible thing.  I
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1    don't care how you vote on the capital structure,

2    okay.  I don't want to leave this table leaving the

3    impression with you that Ameren Corp somehow abused

4    these utilities during a time of great uncertainty.

5                  And all that Mr. Martin has testified

6    in this case is that we are not telling you that 54

7    odd percent is the right capital structure forever.

8    We are saying that as we emerge from the troubled

9    times, that it is premature to start hacking away at

10    the capital structure that we constructed at a time

11    of great turbulence to carry the utilities, which we

12    did, successfully through that time.  That's all.

13         CHAIRMAN SCOTT:  Let me ask you one question on

14    the deferred income tax, because both the other

15    parties have argued that there is, in essence, a

16    statutory prohibition against what you are asking for

17    because of the timing of the tax.  Can you respond to

18    that?

19         MR. FLYNN:  I can say only that the Company's

20    reading of that provision -- we recognize the

21    interpretation of the other parties.  The Company's

22    reading of that provision does not preclude the
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1    treatment as proposed, and that's all I have to say.

2         CHAIRMAN SCOTT:  Anybody else?

3         COMMISSIONER O'CONNELL-DIAZ:  Mr. Chairman,

4    just in response, not taking anything away from

5    Staff's argument, but when that subject came up and

6    having served on the Commission at that time when we

7    were going through that tumult that hopefully is

8    behind us, I do recall that all of our companies were

9    quite concerned about what they had access -- their

10    access to capital, and each of them did come into the

11    Commission to talk to us and advise us about what

12    plans they had, given the absolute crisis that was

13    ongoing.

14                  And so when Mr. Lannon started down

15    that discussion, and not taking anything away from

16    Staff's position, it was a crisis situation and it

17    was something that the Commission was concerned about

18    that we knew that our companies needed to have plans

19    going forward, and when we had parent Company

20    situations, that was something that was part of the

21    plan.  So it was a necessary response to very

22    unseemly things that were going on in the financial
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1    community and affecting the potential of our

2    companies to keep the lights on and keep the gas

3    flowing and all of the things our utilities do.

4                  So that's not a winning argument in my

5    estimation, but there is other things in Staff's

6    arguments that one could look to.  But that's

7    problematic for me.

8         CHAIRMAN SCOTT:  Thank you.  Ms. Luckey,

9    Mr. Lannon, you have got, I believe, a minute left

10    but Commissioner Ford had a question for you first.

11         COMMISSIONER FORD:  Yes, Staff mentioned that

12    the recovery of rate expense has evolved since the

13    filing of 11-0282, and I know we went into

14    rulemaking.  What evolutions are you specifically

15    referring to since you said we have been evolving?

16                   REBUTTAL ORAL ARGUMENT

17         BY MS. LUCKEY:

18                  I believe there have been a number of

19    Orders or at least Proposed Orders at this point

20    regarding rate case expenses where the Commission is

21    looking for additional information.  But that really

22    related to our secondary recommendation where we
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1    recommended possibly that some of the expenses that

2    Ameren incurred in the 11-0279 rate case should be

3    recovered.  That isn't our primary recommendation in

4    this proceeding and it is certainly not the

5    recommendation that we are arguing for today.

6                  What we are arguing for, if I could

7    for Commissioner Ford and to address Mr. Fitzhenry's

8    comments, is just as Mr. Fitzhenry said the Company

9    went into this with their eyes open, based on a

10    Proposed Order with a $41 million rate decrease and

11    recovering their rate case expense or they saw a

12    possibility to file under formula rates, have that

13    rate case withdrawn and maybe get a $19 million

14    decrease but a guaranteed recovery of investments

15    that they made in the infrastructure.

16                  So, yeah, they certainly saw the

17    benefits of withdrawing that rate case and I am sure

18    they certainly had their eyes open to the fact that

19    they may not recover the rate case expenses for that

20    withdrawn and abandoned rate case.  And regardless of

21    prudence or imprudence, I think the legal standard

22    here is clear.  As the chairman stated and as Staff
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1    has repeated, Section 16-108.5c states that these

2    costs that we are discussing today "shall not be the

3    subject of any further hearing, investigation or

4    proceeding of any kind related to rates for electric

5    delivery services," and asking for recovery of those

6    rates in this proceeding is not fair and it is not

7    right, as Mr. Fitzhenry had said, to the ratepayers.

8         COMMISSIONER O'CONNELL-DIAZ:  So you are

9    suggesting that it would be illegal for the

10    Commission under your reading of the statute for us

11    to allow them to recover these expenses.

12         MS. LUCKEY:  Under Staff's interpretation of

13    EIMA, we believe it is improper to even be discussing

14    these issues, yes.

15         CHAIRMAN SCOTT:  Anything further?

16                         (No response.)

17                  Mr. Lannon, very quickly.  Very

18    quickly go ahead, Mr. Lannon.

19                   REBUTTAL ORAL ARGUMENT

20         BY MR. LANNON:

21                  Oh, thank you.  I am sorry.  I would

22    like to respond to Mr. Flynn real quickly.
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1                  I didn't quite follow the bing capital

2    idea.  I am probably still stuck in football games

3    somewhere or a burning house.  But to Commissioner

4    O'Connell-Diaz's point, absolutely, 2008,

5    particularly the fall of '08, was a total global

6    economic crisis.  And I take your point, a lot of

7    this, of course, I have no knowledge of but I

8    wouldn't question any of that.  I am sure they did,

9    and I didn't mean to demean or belittle the crisis

10    itself.  And actually I hope you would focus on the

11    parts you do like.

12                  But just in my client's defense, it is

13    not just the infusion of equity into AIC.  I mean,

14    that we can live with.  It is coupled with the piling

15    on of debt onto the riskier AmGen Corp.  That was

16    part of the point.

17         CHAIRMAN SCOTT:  Ms. Lusson?

18         MS. LUSSON:  Just two sentences.

19         CHAIRMAN SCOTT:  Okay.  You have more time than

20    that if you want it.

21         MS. LUSSON:  I have driven all the way from

22    Chicago.
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1                   REBUTTAL ORAL ARGUMENT

2         BY MS. LUSSON:

3                  Just in response to Mr. Flynn very

4    quickly, he indicated that the Company interprets

5    this statute to permit that amortization.  We

6    couldn't think it could not be clearer that the

7    credits and charges that are created by a change in

8    law that is referenced in the statute specifically

9    states that these changes in law are occurring,

10    quote, occurring after the effective date of this

11    amendatory act of the 97th General Assembly, and the

12    amendatory act of the 97th General Assembly was EIMA.

13    So we feel that it couldn't be clearer that that

14    amortization is simply not permitted.

15         CHAIRMAN SCOTT:  Questions?

16                         (No response.)

17                  Okay.  We will conclude today's oral

18    argument on behalf of the Commission.  Thank you very

19    much to the parties for their presentations today.

20                  Thank you.  This argument may be

21    marked as heard and taken and this meeting stands

22    adjourned.  Thanks, everyone.


